Positively shaping the communities and contracts we serve

Kier Group plc

Foreword
At Kier, we are committed to delivering industry-leading social impact
that positively contributes to meeting the needs of the communities and
contracts we serve.
Kier has defined this approach as “Shaping Our Communities”.
We understand that, as an organisation, we can play a pivotal role
in delivering positive benefits in the communities in which we work
and live, ranging from employment, education and training, to
community investment.
As a sustainable and ethical business, we believe we have a duty to
provide positive, lasting, targeted contributions to local communities.
By evaluating our social impact, we can best decide where to
most effectively target our resources to support key issues that
communities face.
Our aim is to: Positively shape the communities and contracts
we serve.
This social impact strategy defines and directs this opportunity to play
a positive role in the communities in which we operate, which will in
turn support our clients in the delivery of their ambitions and targets,
and enable our workforce to truly represent and engage with the
communities they live and work in.
Claudio Veritiero
Group Strategy & Corporate Development Director
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Social impact policy
Our policy is to operate in a sustainable and responsible manner while delivering
positive social outcomes:

1A
 t Kier, our social impact mission is to positively contribute to a lasting, positive legacy in all the communities
and contracts we serve.
2W
 e clearly understand that meeting our goals and our long term future as a profitable and sustainable business
is clearly linked to us behaving in a responsible and ethical manner.
3W
 e will deliver and monitor against our annual goals, supporting specific local and business unit social impact
action plans, and will centrally coordinate this activity via our corporate responsibility leadership group.

Rationale

4 We will encourage and work with internal and external stakeholders, including our clients and employees, to
effectively take their views into account when delivering and reporting social impact.
5 We will promote our social impact ethos and share our approach with our supply chain and procurement partners.

Our vision – Shaping
Our Communities

6 We will engage with government and industry partners to deliver our goals and targets.
7W
 e will encourage the use of transparent benchmarking and reporting with regard to social impact via
organisations such as Business in the Community (BITC).

Our commitment

8W
 e will commit sufficient resources to achieving our goals and targets, as well as the recording and capture
of its outputs.
9W
 e will effectively support and communicate our activities to help produce our annual Corporate
Responsibility Report.
10 We will further target and support young people into future pathways to employment with Kier Group
and our partners.
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Making social impact real
This document explains social impact and our strategy to offer a consistent, unified
approach that delivers excellence at a local and national level across Kier.
Kier will provide the leadership, tools and processes to
enable our business units to deliver industry-leading social
impact outcomes on contracts, supported by the Group
Corporate Responsibility (CR) team.
We will do this by spreading best practice, facilitating
workshops, and giving one-to-one advice. This will take the
form of:
›	Strategy – deliver, in conjunction with the business, this
strategy for Kier Group to achieve Vision 2020 targets
›	Delivery– lead and provide strategic direction for Kier
›	Social impact – supply the mechanism for measuring
social impact and assisting our clients to deliver their
desired outcomes
›	Toolkit – offer guidance and a range of measures
to deliver the required outcomes at a local and contract
level

Shaping Our Communities
Calculator
Environment

Social
Enterprise

Shaping Our Communities – overview
A key aspect in the delivery of social impact and
maximising its value and impact, both internally and
externally, is our ability to explain our vision and
‘make it real’.
To do this, we have taken an approach – called
Shaping Our Communities – that will work with our
clients, staff, partners and stakeholders to focus
our efforts.
This will help to explain the role social impact
plays in achieving our goals for Vision 2020 and
meeting our stakeholders expectations. Using the
Shaping Our Communities framework, a number
of themes have been created in line with current
Kier approaches to responsible business. This
allows for a flexible delivery model across business
units that captures activity under a number of
themes for centralised recording and reporting.
These are:
›	Employment & Skills
›	Community
›	Marketplace
›	Environment

Skills &
Employment

Project Details

Local
Partners

Rationale

People development / Social Impact toolkit

Within Kier, an area common to each business unit is
the delivery of social impact and our bid commitments,
existing targets and emerging legislation.

Kier’s Vision 2020 states that ‘our people are our key
strength’ – so, we will give all our frontline staff the skills
and support they need in order to deliver the best possible
social impact outcomes.

Our customers are placing ever-increasing importance on
excellent social impact delivery, driven by a number of factors,
including constraints within the public sector, such as:
›	Ongoing funding cuts and austerity measures
›	Social Value Act and other supporting legislation
›	Customers seeking like-minded partners to support
social impact outcomes, allowing spend to be targeted
towards frontline services
›	Increased interest from institutional investors
›	Customers’ growth plans with increased social impact
commitment playing a key role
Another factor is the ability for a procurement decision to be
challenged if it fails to deliver on social impact commitments.

Communities

Kier’s Vision 2020 states that ‘our
people are our key strength’ – they
are also integral to the Shaping Our
Communities framework
2

Kier volunteers working on a
community landscaping project
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Kier has developed and will implement this social
impact strategy so it makes a difference in the
communities we serve.
We have the opportunity to take areas of social impact
excellence and create a sector-leading approach that
can be delivered consistently across Kier Group.

This will include ensuring we have a consistent approach to:
›	Training – with standard social impact online training
that covers the needs of roles within Kier Group. This will
be supported with the development of specific training
for dedicated social impact positions
›	Volunteering – to assist delivery of social impact and
community projects, a review of the current community
volunteering policy will be carried out in discussion with
business units
›	Brand and reputation – to supply a consistent set of
brand messages associated with social impact at local
level
›	Resource – to further develop existing guides and
publications alongside best practice toolkit examples,
located on the Kier intranet

Roles and responsibilities
Each business unit will be responsible for implementing
the strategy and allocating sufficient resources to meet
reporting principles, targets and timelines.
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Kier S-Skills project: providing job
opportunities for younger people not in
education, employment or training in Surrey

Our vision
Shaping Our Communities: to deliver industry-leading social impact in response to the
needs of the communities and contracts we serve.

Mission

To positively contribute to a lasting positive legacy in all the communities and contracts we serve

Vision

To deliver industry-leading social impact in response to the needs of the communities and contracts we serve

Shaping Our
Communities – aims

Kier values
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Communities

Skills

To provide safe and sustainable outcomes for
our employees, supply chain partners, clients
and communities that make a real, positive
difference – through community investment
programmes, engagement and promotion of
community cohesion.

To make Kier a great place to work, where all our
employees feel included, supported to perform,
and can develop professionally. To support an
increase in skills by offering jobs, interacting with
schools, supporting local wellbeing and contributing
to charities and voluntary organisations. Via our
Shaping Your World initiative, to engage with school
pupils and create 200 Kier ambassadors.

Partners

Environment

To work with the best qualified supply network
partners, setting standards for ethical and
responsible procurement and delivering lower
impact products and services. To develop, select
and grow our partners in a holistic way, including
valuing their commitment to social impact.

To reduce our negative impact by using the least
material resource possible, influencing asset design
and creating processes to deliver projects more
efficiently, while increasing our profitability.

Investment

Social enterprise

To maximise our investment into areas that
will most benefit the communities we serve. By
2020, Kier will deliver the equivalent of 10% of
our revenue in positive social impact outcomes.

To support and encourage the use of social
enterprise across Kier and our supply chain partners,
targeting delivery of £20 million in additional social
impact outcomes by 2020.

Our commitment

Success factors

Over the period to 2020, we will:
›	Raise awareness of social impact and its
positive outcomes
›	Implement a simple, easy-to-use social impact data
capture system
›	Develop an internal, online social impact learning
module to increase awareness among employees
›	Explain social impact to our people and demonstrate the
positive effect they are having on local communities and
our clients
›	Target increased job satisfaction and employee
engagement statistics – through showing tangible
benefits delivered to local communities as a result of
our people’s work
›	Develop a culture of continuous improvement in social
impact delivery, based on analysis of credible data and
sharing of best practice
›	Aim for significant progress in the recording of social
impact outcomes in line with established targets laid
down in Kier’s strategy for a sustainable business –
Responsible Business, Positive Outcomes
›	Develop a community volunteering policy for Kier staff

›	Clearly defined set of social impact measures and
multipliers that will be uniformly recorded
›	Data capture across all Kier projects, which are easy for
project teams to collect
›	Ability to articulate social impact as a monetary
equivalent value for each project, where appropriate
›	Project-specific social impact plan development –
including a review of the local community needs and the
social impact values and drivers of the client
›	Where appropriate, agree and set a business unit focus
on single themes that target the social impact delivery
of key local drivers
›	Allocation of sufficient resources by business units for
these objectives to happen

Reporting targets
To achieve the targets set out in the Kier Group
sustainability strategy – Responsible Business, Positive
Outcomes – clear reporting targets and timelines need
to be established. To this end, the following will be
introduced across Kier Group and delivered by
business units

Social impact reporting target 2017-18

2017-2018 launch Kier’s strategy
for social impact

Social impact reporting target 2018-19

2018-2019 measure and report social
impact outcomes created equivalent to
8% of revenue

Social impact reporting target 2019-20

2019-2020 social impact outcomes
created equivalent to 10% of revenue

Enthusiastic, collaborative, forward-thinking
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Kier Group plc
Tempsford Hall, Sandy
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Tel: 01767 355000
www.kier.co.uk
Consultancy, design and production by CPL
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